Abstract-The purpose of this work is to design an exact fuzzy observer for a bioprocess switching between two different metabolic states. A fed-batch baker's yeast culture is modeled by two sub-models: a respiro-fermentative state with ethanol production and a respirative state with ethanol consumption. An exact fuzzy observer model using sector nonlinearity was built for both nonlinear models; the observer gains were designed using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI's). The observer dynamics shows a very good tracking behavior with respect of the states of the switching partial models. The observer premise variables depend on the state variables estimated by the fuzzy observer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of biological parameters as the cell, byproduct concentrations and the specific growth rate is essential to the successful monitoring and control of bioprocesses [1] . However [2] , [3] and [4] , among others.
In processes with uncertainties and poor known kinetics, fuzzy logic may help to compensate the lack of information by adding the human expertise about the process. Different fuzzy logic applications to bioprocesses can be found in the scientific literature. For instance, Azevedo et al. [5] proposed a state observer based on a hybrid model, where the specific kinetic reactions are approximated using fuzzy Bernardino Castillo is with the Centro de Investigaci6n y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Unidad Guadalajara, Av. Cientifica 1145, colonia el bajio, C.P. 45010 inference systems, other applications are reported in [6] , [7] and [8] .
In the case where the nonlinear model of the process is known, a fuzzy system can be used. A first approach can be done using the Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model [9] the consequent part of the fuzzy rules are replaced by linear systems. This can be attained, for example, linearizing the model around operational points, getting local linear representation of the nonlinear system. Another way for obtaining TS models can be achieved using the method of sector nonlinearities, which allows constructing an exact fuzzy model from the original nonlinear system by means of linear subsystems [10] . From this exact model, a state observer may be designed based on the linear subsystems. where MJ is a fuzzy set and r is the number of rules in the fuzzy model; x(t) E R' is the state vector, u(t) E Rm is the input vector, y(t) E Rq is the output vector, Ai,E R"x, Bi,E Rnxm y C, Rqx are suitable matrices, and z(t)= [z1(t),. ..,z,(t)] is a known vector of premise variables which may depend partially on the state x(t). Given a pair of (x(t), u(t)) and using a singleton fuzzifier, a product inference and a center average engine, the aggregate TS fuzzy model can be inferred as: B. Fuzzy Observers The state of a system is not always fully available, so it is necessary to use an observer to reconstruct, at least partially the states variables of the process. This requires to satisfy that
observer. There are two cases for fuzzy observers design depending on whether or not z(t) depends on the state variables estimated by a fuzzy observer [10] . Given the TS fuzzy model (1), the ith rule of a continuous fuzzy observer can be constructed as:
Observer Rule i IF z,(t) is Mli and... and z,(t) is mi
where Ki is the observer gain for the ith subsystem. If z(t) depends on the estimated state variables, the observer takes the following form: KLaCsat (3) -KLax4,
Pormeleau [12] suggested a reformulation of model (2) using two partial models: a respiro-fermentative partial model (RF) with ethanol production and a respirative partial model (R) with ethanol consumption. With this reformulation a split process model is obtained switching from the RF partial model to the R partial model and vice versa, depending on whether the system is consuming or producing ethanol. To precise the ideas, consider a nonlinear system described by the model (2), which can be written as
where f1 (x(t)) describe both the RF and R partial models, namely 
--k-41ue RXl (_k R -k656e R)xl -KLax4 and u(t) D = FIX5.
The input matrix g(x) for both models is given by: 
(1 1)
From equation (11) and (12) [11] and [13] . To change between the RF to the R models, F was varied according to figure 1, while Si, was set to 10. 
As previously stated, OTR was split in two terms the first one (3) was included in the models (5) and (6) -X4 j and according to (1 1) and (I 2)fR should be split to (13) The membership functions M2j(z2(t)), M3k(zxJ(t)), M4z(x2(t)), ]RF (t) = A §i k.Xmn (t) + Bij4kmnU(t) +Ki RF(y(t)-y(t)) + d ij,k,l,m,n = 1,2.
The aggregated fuzzy observer for the RF HI. The yield coefficients k1, k2, k3, k4, k5 and k6 are constant and known.
H2. The ethanol and the dissolved oxygen concentration are known.
When the ethanol and the dissolved oxygen are measured on line all the states variables are observable, so a full state observer can be built, the procedure described by [10] However an overall common P matrix for the RF, Rqel and Rqe2 partial model could not be found.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The application of the proposed observer scheme was simulated using MATLAB.M. The fuzzy observers were tested using the fed-batch RF and the R baker's yeast partial models given in [11] . The feeding flow rate was varied in order to force the switching between both models. The initial conditions were chosen as xl(0)=0.1 g/, x2(0)=0.02 g/l, x3(0)=0.15 g/l, x4(0)=0.0066 mg/l and x5(0)=3.5 L. The behavior of the fuzzy observer for biomass estimation is shown in figure 2 . It can be noticed that the dynamics of the baker's yeast switch through the RF, Rqel and Rqe2 partial models and the observer converges to the real biomass values. The estimated substrate is shown in figure 3 . The observer performance is acceptable for the range of chosen values; although its performance may be degraded on initial conditions far away, from the real initial parameter value, not shown. An acceptable criteria estimation was set to + 5 00o. VII. CONCLUSIONS Based on the idea of splitting the baker's yeast model, a novel TS fuzzy model was proposed using the sector nonlinearities method, giving an exact representation of the original nonlinear plant. Moreover, an observer for each partial model was constructed. It is worth noting that the observer dynamics shows a very good tracking behavior with respect of the states of the switching partial models, without performance degradation. Therefore, the approach presented here may be considered as a valid methodology to design an observer for this class of systems. Future work will include the experimental validation of the fuzzy observer.
